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Taking the Indian Cure: Thoreau, Indian Medicine, and the Performance of American Culture

JOSHUA DAVID BELLIN

Henry Tufts was a sick man. Born in 1748, the New Hampshire native had misspent his formative years in acts of iniquity and amour and had emerged from prison destitute and debilitated at the age of twenty-four. But the same canniness that had marked his life of crime gave Tufts confidence in a cure. Embarking for an Indian encampment in Sudbury-Canada (present-day Bethel, Maine), Tufts, as he later explained in his 1807 autobiography, enlisted the aid of Molly Occut, “the great Indian doctress,” to “superintend the recovery of my health.” So fine were the medicine woman’s ministrations that Tufts “formed a design of studying the Indian practice of physic.” After moving back to New Hampshire in 1775 in hopes that he might “reap the benefit of all my acquirements,” he discovered that his newfound knowledge did indeed yield handsome returns: “My fame as an Indian doctor increased daily, and to my exertions were ascribed various extra-
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ordinary cures.” Soon further schemes recommended themselves to his ambitious mind. “The aera now commenced,” he wrote, “in which I was to appear on the theatre of action in a new character.” No revolutionary he, Tufts found the unrest of the period the perfect stage for his mercenary acts: “Possessed of mimic powers,” and “quickly in capacity to imitate” the New Lights’ “canting tone, and to adopt the tenor of their discourses with precision,” he took to the road as an itinerant preacher, sermonizing from town to town with “much outward zeal.” One can catch Tufts’s cackle as he lays out his life’s work: “I found it no way difficult to cajole my ignorant followers into the belief of whatever idle tale I was pleased to fabricate; how easy to deceive is the unreflecting multitude!”

Wily and brazen, a back-country slicker, Tufts appears the quintessential product of an era notable for its runaway theatricality: in the Age of Jackson (and of Barnum), in the season of the self-made man (and the confidence man), in the culture of self-presentation, self-promotion, blarney, and deceit, trickster Tufts is the profligate son. More specifically, Tufts is an early practitioner of a characteristically American performance—one that continues, and in no less tawdry forms, to this day—and antebellum Americans were faithful adherents of his prescription. By play-acting the Indian doctor, digesting the regimens of botanic healers such as Samuel Thomson, swallowing nostrums at itinerant medicine shows, and patronizing staged reenactments of the Indian past such as John Augustus Stone and Edwin Forrest’s Metamora; or, the Last of the Wampaugos (1829), Tufts’s followers performed the ritual I call “taking the Indian cure”: taking in and taking over Indian “medicine,” in both its narrow sense of native remedies and its broader sense of spiritual healing, mystery, and power.


TAKING THE INDIAN CURE

Spreading beyond popular culture, the Indian cure also infiltrated American texts, including many that sparked antebellum literary nationalism and in time formed the core of the antebellum literary canon. Works such as James Fenimore Cooper’s The Last of the Mohicans (1826) and The Prairie (1827), Robert Montgomery Bird’s Nick of the Woods (1837), Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Scarlet Letter (1850), and Herman Melville’s The Confidence-Man (1857) all feature whites masquerading as, or dabbling in the mysteries of, the Indian medicine man. And, of course, we dare not neglect New England’s most famous Henry T. In Walden (1854), a work many consider America’s greatest literary production, and in The Maine Woods (1864), Henry David Thoreau enacted the Indian cure in his appeals for a natural life and a national identity. Calling him “the most Indian-like of classic American authors,” Robert Sayre concludes that Thoreau “became, in part, the figure he had imitated,” a figure Sayre identifies with the American Indian shaman. Richard Slotkin, similarly, reads Walden as Thoreau’s initiation into Indian mysteries: “Thoreau begins as a civilized man seeking some unknown ‘awakening’ in the wilderness. He ends by acquiring the Indian’s mode of perception—and this constitutes his awakening.”

Thoreau’s quest for “intelligence with the earth,” like Ralph Waldo Emerson’s comparable pursuit of an “original relation to the universe,” provides ready shorthand for the desire embed-


ded within the Indian cure: a desire for transparency, unmediated access to the Real, a true and original identity free from the shams and scams of performance. That such a desire should itself be fulfilled through performance—that to become authentic Americans, antebellum whites had to become fake Indians—is but the plainest of the many paradoxes with which the Indian cure was laden. Writing of Thoreau’s penchant for Indian play, Michael West submits: “Thoreau’s interest in Indians was deep and genuine. Playing the Indian was serious business for him. But it was also quite frankly a silly game.” And of course it was. Yet that game, serious and silly, was more central to Thoreau’s persona and oeuvre—not to mention his nation—than has previously been recognized. The late Native American critic Vine Deloria Jr., critiquing the endless parade of “white Indians” who have traveled in Tufts’s and Thoreau’s train, lamented that modern perceptions of Indian medicine have been so glutted and muddled by substitutes that “when a real Indian stands up and speaks the truth at any given moment, he or she is not only unlikely to be believed, but will probably be contradicted and ‘corrected’ by the citation of some non-Indian and totally inaccurate ‘expert.’” It is this conflictual drama, wherein “real Indians” clash and mingle with non-Indian “experts,” that Thoreau presented to his own time and that he bequeathed to ours. If we attend carefully to his act, dubious or duplicitous though it may have been, we will discover a


Joel Hawes, Lectures Addressed to the Young Men of Hartford and New-Haven (1828), quoted in Halttunen, Confidence Men, p. 33.

The Indian cure was born from a shortage (or, depending, a surplus) of confidence. As Karen Halttunen argues in her study of the mid-nineteenth-century culture of imposture, “the problem of hypocrisy symbolized by the confidence man” reflected a “crisis of social identity” that took hold during the antebellum period. Anxiety—occasioned by the loss of stable, hierarchical relationships in the social, political, and economic spheres—translated into suspicion, an ever-present dread that the individual with whom one was engaged might be merely “passing,” adopting a persona not rightfully hers or his. Thus, the urgent, even shrill, tones that suffuse the period’s advice literature, as in Joel Hawes’s Lectures Addressed to the Young Men of Hartford and New-Haven (1828):

Instead of acting in open daylight, pursuing the direct and straightforward path of rectitude and duty, you see men, extensively, putting on false appearances; working in the dark, and carrying their plans by stratagem and deceit. Nothing open, nothing direct and honest; one thing is said, and another thing meant. When you look for a man in one place, you find him in another. With flattering lips and a double heart do they speak. Their language and conduct do not proceed from fixed principle and open hearted sincerity; but from a spirit of duplicity and management.
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In essence, Haltunen contends, the crisis was semiotic: “severing the link between surface appearances and inner moral nature,” the confidence man represented the culture’s loss of faith in its ability to read signs. For Jackson Lears, Melville’s *The Confidence-Man* exemplifies this fall from hermeneutic grace. Deriding “the belief in a transparently communicative language and a plainspoken autonomous self who utters it,” Melville’s novel warrants neither “any trust in a providential order behind the veil of deceptive appearances” nor any “idiom of authenticity to counteract the proliferations of artifice.” Less caustically than his protégé, Hawthorne, too, captures this vertiginous feel in his late-life, unfinished manuscript “Septimus Felton”:

his homely cottage . . . [seemed] an unsubstantial edifice, such as castles in the air are built of, and the ground he trod on unreal . . . All unreal; all illusion . . . In short, it was a moment, such as I suppose all men feel (at least, I can answer for one) when the real scene and picture of life swims, jars, shakes, seems about to be broken up and dispersed, like the picture in a smooth pond, when we disturb its silent mirror by throwing in a stone; and though the scene soon settles itself, and looks as real as before, a haunting doubt keeps close at hand, as long as we live, asking—“Is it stable? Am I sure of it? Am I certainly not dreaming? See; it trembles again, ready to dissolve.”

The tale of a part-Indian medical novitiate, a sort of Henry Tufts-in-training, who pursues the “elixir of life” (or secret of immortality) only to distill a deadly poison, “Septimus Felton” conveys Hawthorne’s distrust of merely mortal, material solutions to the dread of duplicity and insubstantiality that haunted both the tale’s protagonist and—so it seems—its author.

If Hawthorne and Melville (who introduces a similarly suspect Indian “yarb” doctor in *The Confidence-Man*) doubted the efficacy of Indian healing as a prophylactic against the plague of artifice, many of their compatriots thought differently. As historians of medicine have shown, the herbalists and itinerant peddlers of “simples” who flooded the early-nineteenth-century market with their wares crafted messages that appealed not only to the common person’s distrust of scientific erudition and obscurantism but, more broadly, to the consumer’s yearning for substance over show. Charging that “regular medicine’s claim to scientific and even professional status was a sham and pretense,” that the medical establishment’s complex terminology and apparatus were tools to “aid the learned in deception and fraud,” lay healers argued, in effect, that medical men were the true confidence men, whose Latinate words and arcane ways were concocted to baffle and bully. Samuel Thomson’s bestselling *New Guide to Health; or, Botanic Family Physician* (1822), for example, accused medical doctors of “pursuing a shadow and losing sight of the substance,” of conspiring to “cloak” their practices “under the specious pretense of great skill and art” in their design to “blind the people.”

---


“Samuel Thomson, *New Guide to Health; or, Botanic Family Physician* (Boston: E. G. House, 1822), pp. 5, 203. Mainstream doctors, it is perhaps needless to say, leveled similar accusations of quackery at their competitors, fuming that “if [a lay healer] have knavery enough to feign a special call from heaven to the work of doctoring; or profess to have received the ‘gift of healing,’ either by a dream or vision; or by learning from an Indian medicine-man the use of roots and yarbs; . . . his opinion will be sought, and his physic swallowed by thousands” (David Meredith Reese, *Humbugs of New-York: Being a Remonstrance against Popular Delusion, Whether in Science, Philosophy, or Religion* [New York: John S. Taylor, 1838; reprinted, Freeport, N.Y.: Books for Libraries, 1971], p. 129). Intriguingly, despite (or because of) their points of connection, the Thomsons strove to distance their practices from those of the Indians. One antebellum follower of Thomson, for instance, termed the Indians a “great tribe of quacks,” with “no remedies worth notice” and without “any knowledge of disease”; those who pretended to be Indian healers were “rank impostors,” in whom “no confidence should be reposed” (James S. Ockett, quoted in John S. Haller Jr., *The People’s Doctors: Samuel Thomson and the American Botanical Movement, 1790–1860* [Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, 2000], p. 33).
What the herbalists offered in contrast to the medical moun
tebanks were, first, commonsense remedies that lay within the
grasp—sometimes within the gardens—of the homeliest of suf
ferers and, second, the conviction that good health was the
body’s natural condition, indeed the very condition of nature,
from which a debased and bedazzled populace had strayed but
to which those who saw through society’s shows could return.
As George Catlin, painter of western Indians, put it in his
quack-healing treatise *Breath of Life or Mal-Respiration*
(1861), the “dissipations and vices,” the “diseases and de
formities,” the “enervating and unnatural habit[s]” that have “cor
rupted” civilized societies could all be countered by heeding the
eample of the Indians. They, who “strictly adhere to Na
ture’s law,” held out the hope for a “Re-generation of the
Human Race.”

The lay healers thus laid the groundwork for the Indian cure,
which fomented the belief, in Robert Jay’s words, that “the red
man, in his unique communion with nature, possessed knowl
edge of its curative powers unrevealed to civilized man.” As
Virgil J. Vogel writes in his study of Indian medicine, “many of the
early botanic physicians” underwent metamorphoses comparable
to that of Henry Tufts, declaring that they had “absorbed their
knowledge directly from contact with the Indians. . . .
Some claimed to be at least partly of Indian descent.”
Richardson Wright notes that the earliest known patent medi
cine, a 1711 cure for consumption, was branded “Tuscarora Rice”; a late-century Massachusetts “squaw,” Peter Benes has
learned, vied with men like Tufts in professing “the ability to

---


5Indeed, a possible model for Hawthorne’s Septimus Felton can be found in one of the century’s earliest such practitioners, the celebrated “Old Doc Hashalew,” who, ac
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cure cancers with an external application and internal administra
tion of herbs.”

In the nineteenth century, the phenomenon of Euro
American individuals marketing their pills and powders—as
well as their persons—under the banner of Indian healing as
sumed the proportions of a full-fledged cultural craze. A host
of products, most likely identical in composition and effective
ness but with names as varied as Indian Expectorant, Red
Jacket Stomach Bitters, Old Sachem Bitters, and Indian Com
-pound, were sold through catalogues and itinerant salespeople;
meanwhile, books as uniform in both title and contents as Peter
Smith’s *The Indian Doctor’s Dispensatory* (1813), Jonas
Rishel’s *The Indian Physician* (1828), S. H. Selman’s *The
Indian Guide to Health* (1836), Robert L. Foster’s *The North
American Indian Doctor* (1838), William Daily’s *The Indian
Doctor’s Practice of Medicine* (1848), and James Cooper’s *The
Indian Doctor’s Receipt Book* (1855) rolled off New England
and Midwestern presses and were available for purchase at
traveling medicine shows. Indian medicine, antebellum
Amercians were convinced, possessed the power not only to
heal individual sufferers but, more profoundly, to return ci
vized society to its putatively original, unmediated relationship

4On the marketing of “Indian” remedies, see Jeffrey Steele, “Reduced to Images: American Indians in Nineteenth-Century Advertising,” in *Dressing in Feathers: The
Construction of the Indian in American Popular Culture*, ed. S. Elizabeth Bird (Boul
der, Colo.: Westview, 1993), pp. 45-64. The late-century phenomenon of the traveling
medicine show is covered by Holbrook, *Golden Age of Quackery*, pp. 204-15; Brooks
73-119; Vogel, *American Indian Medicine*, pp. 141–43; and Young, *Toadstool Millionai
with nature. Even as Euro-Americans waged an escalating campaign of words and weapons against actual Indian medical practices and practitioners, the Indian cure transfigured Indian medicine into the spiritual behest of doomed and departed sages, a tutelary vestige to be consumed by the new race of native Americans.

The same craving for natural immediacy pervades Thoreau’s work, as does the belief that health could be secured by inhabiting a leftover Indian persona. Even at its most prankish, as when Thoreau and his brother John, in Robert Sayre’s words, “romantically imagined themselves” to be “Savage Brothers,” the underlying emphasis on the Indian cure is unmistakable. In an 1837 letter, while adopting the pidgin-Indian of savagist fantasy and commending his older brother for being “a great medicine,” Thoreau portrays himself as “Tahatawan,” the supposed guardian spirit of the Concord River. In journal passages, similarly, he cites nature as “a meditative draught to my soul,” “an elixir to my eyes,” and a depthless font of “botanical medicines.” And in his “Natural History of Massachusetts” (1842), he reproduces the language of sickness and recovery popularized by “Indian” doctors:

In society you will not find health, but in nature. Unless our feet at least stood in the midst of nature, all our faces would be pale and livid. Society is always diseased, and the best is the most so. There is no scent in it so wholesome as that of the pines, nor any fragrance so penetrating and restorative as the life-everlasting in high pastures. I


At the root of Thoreau’s discourse lay the precepts of the Indian cure: rejecting the tantalizing displays of social theater for the enduring rhythms of primitive life, he sought, in common with his less esteemed colleagues, to return society to its original relation to Nature.

It is from this perspective that Walden, as Joan Burbick suggests, “can be read as a self-help manual of health.” The incessant anxiety and strain of some is a well nigh incurable form of disease,” Thoreau opines (p. 11), disclaiming “the luxury which enervates and destroys nations” (p. 15). Sounding very much like the health reformers whom, pages later, he twists, he insists, “a man may use as simple a diet as the animals, and yet retain health and strength” (p. 61). He continues: “Those plants of whose greenness withered we make herb tea for the sick, serve but a humble use, and are most employed by quacks. ... If, then, we would indeed restore mankind by truly Indian, botanic, magnetic, or natural means, let us first be as simple and well as Nature ourselves, dispel the clouds which hang over our own brows, and take up a little life into our pores” (pp. 77, 78–79). His sojourn in the wild, “in whose odorous herb garden I love to stroll sometimes, gathering simples” (p. 137), al-


lows Thoreau directly to tap the “tonic of wildness” (p. 317) whose virtues others merely preach:

The indescribable innocence and beneficence of Nature,—of sun and wind and rain, of summer and winter,—such health, such cheer, they afford forever! . . . What is the pill which will keep us well, serene, contented? Not my or thy great-grandfather’s, but our great-grandmother Nature’s universal, vegetable, botanic medicines. . . . For my panacea, instead of one of those quack vials of a mixture dipped from Acheron and the Dead Sea, which come out of those long shallow black-schooner looking wagons which we sometimes see made to carry bottles, let me have a draught of undiluted morning air. [P. 138]

If Thoreau resembles the Indian healers of his time in seeking out the “simple and natural” route to health, his diagnosis of society’s ills likewise recalls theirs: vanity, illusion, spectacle, theater, all the dross of a society clogged with trifles rather than truth. In “Economy,” for instance, he strives to strip fashion of its seductive, deceptive power:

I say, beware of all enterprises that require new clothes, and not rather a new wearer of clothes. If there is not a new man, how can the new clothes be made to fit? If you have any enterprise before you, try it in your old clothes. All men want, not something to do with, but something to do, or rather something to be. [P. 23]

Likewise, railing against the foolery of a college education, he advises scholars not to “play life, or study it merely, while the community supports them at this expensive game, but earnestly live it from beginning to end” (p. 51). Surveying the landscape beyond the ivory tower, he finds more of the same: “As with our colleges, so with a hundred ‘modern improvements’; there is an illusion about them; there is not always a positive advance. . . . Our inventions are wont to be pretty toys, which distract our attention from serious things” (p. 52). Thoreau’s rage against fraud culminates in the indictment and entreaty of “Where I Lived, and What I Lived For”:

Shams and delusions are esteemed for soundest truths, while reality is fabulous. . . . By closing the eyes and slumbering, and consenting to

be deceived by shows, men establish and confirm their daily life of routine and habit every where, which still is built on purely illusory foundations. . . . I perceive that we inhabitants of New England live this mean life that we do because our vision does not penetrate the surface of things. We think that that is which appears to be. . . . Let us settle ourselves, and work and wedge our feet downward through the mud and slush of opinion, and prejudice, and tradition, and delusion, and appearance. . . . till we come to a hard bottom and rocks in place, which we can call reality, and say, This is, and no mistake. . . . Be it life or death, we crave only reality. [Pp. 95–98]

The man capable of such an impassioned and uncompromising battery against social delusion would likely not have recognized his resemblance to the itinerant quacks, peddlers of the Indian cure. Indeed, one of his principal exhibits of the era’s duplicity was this class of confidence men and their too-easy marks. In “The Succession of Forest Trees” (1860), for example, he can only shake his head in disbelief at the obtrusiveness of traveling illusionists and the gullibility of those who swallow their wares: “farmers’ sons will stare by the hour to see a juggler draw ribbons from his throat,” Thoreau sighs, “though he tells them it is all deception. Surely, men love darkness rather than light.”3 Yet if Thoreau believed that, like all their swindling brethren, the droves of medicine men crossing the antebellum countryside were mere hucksters of inefficacious nostrums, the very urgency of his campaign makes it clear that, like them, he was engaged in a struggle against rival salespersons, whose medicine had to be exposed so that he might carve out a greater share of the market for his own. Because he was such a virtuoso trickster, however, because he could magically transform the baldly physical, pecuniary terms of the white medicine man’s sales-pitch into the apparently disinterested discourse of the transcendentalist (or nationalist) poet, the extent of his artful dodge has not been fully appreciated.4 Or to put this another

3Henry David Thoreau, “The Succession of Forest Trees” (1860), in Natural History Essays, p. 92.

4I am not the first modern critic to name Thoreau something of a confidence man, though I am, to my knowledge, the first to find his game somewhat less than edifying. See also Robert A. Gross, “The Great Bean Field Hoax: Thoreau and the Agricultural Reformers,” in Critical Essays on Thoreau’s “Walden,” ed. Joel Myerson (Boston: G. K.
way: it is at least in part because the Indian cure performs such a powerful role in the national imaginary that Thoreau, as its consummate practitioner, has been so rightly—if troublingly—celebrated for his art.

Thoreau’s potently appealing reenactment of the Indian cure is exhibited in an early journal entry in which he writes of his experience of discovering “the relics of a race which has vanished as completely as if trodden in with the earth.” Granted this opening, Thoreau takes the Indians’ apparent absence as an opportunity for his own and his fellows’ re-creation:

Everywhere I go, I tread in the tracks of the Indian. I pick up the bolt which he has but just dropped at my feet. And if I consider destiny I am on his trail. I scatter his heartstones with my feet, and pick out of the embers of his fire the simple but enduring implements of the wigwam and the chase. In planting my corn in the same furrow which yielded its increase to his support so long, I displace some memorial of him... What a new aspect have new eyes given to the land! Where is this country but in the hearts of its inhabitants? Why, there is only so much of Indian America left as there is of the American Indian in the character of this generation.58

The “turn” in this passage signals the peculiar effectiveness by which Thoreau, while offering Indian medicine to salve or save white souls, denies the seamiest side of his profession: having raided Indian habitations (perhaps even burial sites) for their spoils, he declares that these fragments of “Indian America” may be transformed into the substance of the nation’s originality, a trick that lends his appropriation of Indian goods, ways, and identity the aura of reverence, of duty, even of destiny. In this sense, the Thoreauvian project reproduces not merely the scars of shysters like Henry Tufts but the foundational dodge of American national identity, which constructs a putatively untrammeled origin from the very acts of appropriation and elision pitchmen like Thoreau are selling.


It is no coincidence, then, that the site of Thoreau’s most famous literary performance was (according to him) formerly a stage for Indian medicine-performance:

My townsmen have all heard the tradition... that anciently the Indians were holding a pow-wow upon a hill here, which rose as high into the heavens as the pond now sinks deep into the earth,... and while they were thus engaged the hill shook and suddenly sank, and only one old squaw, named Walden, escaped, and from her the pond was named. [P. 182]

Even in this sketchy genealogy, Thoreau’s method of co-opting Indian medicine is evident: the Indians having, in this case literally, sunk into the earth, the white man who builds his habitation on the ground he is now free to claim consequently has access to the healing spirit that continues to rise from that ground. Thoreau’s bean-field, too, establishes him as heir to the Indians’ hearth and health: “in the course of the summer it appeared by the arrow-heads which I turned up in hoeing, that an extinct nation had anciently dwelt here and planted corn and beans ere white men came to clear the land, and so, to some extent, had exhausted the soil for this very crop” (p. 156). Though their own planting has borne no fertile issue—or, rather, precisely because of this—the “extinct nations” who preceded him have created the conditions that will both physically and spiritually provide for their white successor’s needs.

The vital importance of Indian medicine for Thoreau’s project is perhaps most evident in the Walden passage in which he details a medicine performance originally conducted by Indian peoples: the “busk,” or earth-renewal rite, of the Creek or Muskogee Indians. Thoreau explains:

The customs of some savage nations might, perchance, be profitably imitated by us, for they at least go through the semblance of casting their slough annually, they have the idea of the thing, whether they have the reality or not. Would it not be well if we were to celebrate such a “busk,” or “feast of first fruits,” as Bartram describes to have been the custom of the Macalasse Indians? [P. 68]

For three days, Thoreau reports, the Indians take medicine and fast. On the morning of the fourth day, “all the fire in the town
is extinguished" (p. 68). In the ritual's dramatic, culminating moment, Thoreau notes (quoting Bartram), the "high priest, by rubbing dry wood together, produces new fire in the public square, from whence every habitation in the town is supplied with the new and pure flame" (p. 68). Thoreau remarks, "I have scarcely heard of a truer sacrament, that is, as the dictionary defines it, "outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace," than this, and I have no doubt that they were originally inspired directly from Heaven to do thus" (p. 69).

This medicine ceremony, it is perhaps needless to say, reproduces for Thoreau the rhythms of his own sacramental experiment: the withdrawal from daily business, the sloughing off of worldly goods, the partaking of nature's medicine, and the rebirth into wholeness. It is thus telling that, although Thoreau initially suggests that the ceremony may be mere "semblance," the "imitation" of which he only tentatively endorses, the passage concludes with a reading of the Creek ceremony as the very essence of the "reality" he craves, a reality beyond imitation and re-semblance. True, original, and direct, healing the rift between "outward sign" and "inward" nature, the Creek Indian performance both prefigures and authorizes Thoreau's own Indian performance, granting him the uncanny power to perform the real.

Facilitating Thoreau's act of appropriation, of course, is the Creeks' temporal and geographical remoteness. Yet, when dealing with the Indians of his own time and place, Thoreau proves equally intent on erasing their material presence so that he may inhabit their husks and imbibe their spirit. Indeed, in Walden's single extended reference to Concord's contemporary Indian inhabitants, he employs the logic of the Indian cure to create himself as the representative and his book as the repository of the real, authentic spirit of America. He writes:


such mean business and ally themselves with the very "native" essence they surpass or suppress.  

A journal entry written while Thoreau was preparing Walden for publication clarifies the correlation between identification with and displacement of the basket maker's art:

Still here and there an Indian squaw with her dog—her only companion—lives in some lone house . . . making baskets & picking berries her employment[.] You will meet her on the highway—with few children or none—with melancholy face—history destiny . . . weaving the shroud of her race—performing the last services for her departed race. Not yet absorbed into the elements again—A daughter of the soil—one of the nobility of the land—the white man an imported weed burdock & mullein which displace the ground nut.  

And in Walden, a further reference to the groundnut reveals how, through and in a distinctively "American" literature, Thoreau amalgamates his "imported" race with the native peoples that race has overpowered:

This tuber [the groundnut] seemed like a faint promise of Nature to rear her own children and feed them simply here at some future period. In these days of fattened cattle and waving grain-fields, this humble root, which was once the totem of an Indian tribe, is quite forgot-

---


---
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Taking the botanic pitch of the "Indian" healer and the clarion calls of the literary nationalist, this complex and compact reading of American racial, national, and literary history recovers the groundnut, the "totem" of a bygone Indian people, as the rightful and proper diet of those who have taken the Indians' lands, assaulted their gods, and—as in the case of the clients who spurn the basket maker—mishandled and misapprehended their "works of art." Yet in naturalizing (or spiritualizing) a history of violent conquest, the passage fulfills Thoreau's fantasy of "proving himself indigenous," of becoming, indeed, "more indigenous even than the natives" (p. 127), with "health" that is "ever good" (p. 127) and "a strange liberty in Nature" (p. 129). That Thoreau should enjoy such unbridled liberty is not, of course, strange at all; what is strange is that he should so thoroughly fail to notice, or at least to acknowledge, that his own liberty was purchased at the expense of another's.

The liberty Thoreau enjoyed enabled him not only to set up shop by the Walden shore, absent Indians serving as his Muse, but to tour farther afield and consort with actual Indian guides, an experience he recounted in The Maine Woods. Whether Thoreau knew it or not, Maine, with a long history of the practice, was a particularly suitable locale for the performance of Indian medicine. There, the Abenaki Indians had reputedly
given the boost to Henry Tufts’s oily empire. Too; as Alan Taylor reports, Maine’s Revolutionary frontier had been a hub of “white Indian” activity, much like that which gripped James Fenimore Cooper’s upstate New York a generation later, where groups of settlers in Indian costume engaged in extralegal activities to protest their dispossession by a new class of landed proprietors. Calling themselves “Liberty Men” during the Revolutionary period, these downeast advocates of the common person later changed their name to “White Indians” as they “imaginatively elaborated the mock-Indian identity that they originally adopted simply to disguise their identities as a shield from criminal prosecution.” This performance involved, as Taylor notes, “more than a little ironic hypocrisy,” given the fact that “many White Indians were the sons and grandsons of mid-eighteenth-century settlers who had wrested the land away from Maine’s real Indians.” But if, as Taylor argues, it was the real Indians’ reduction to “an impoverished and ineffectual few dwelling on a restricted and shrinking reservation along the Penobscot River” that licensed or liberated white performers to “appropriate [Indian] identity for use against the proprietors,” Thoreau’s travels reveal that real Indians, too, could put the power of Indian medicine to imaginative use as they sought to secure their own rights, liberties, property, and identity as Indian Americans.31

In many ways, then, The Maine Woods’s more novel story is the one Thoreau does not fully relate, the one he does not, in fact, fully comprehend. The story he knows and recounts at length follows the well-worn path of the Indian cure. “It was as if we sucked at the very teats of Nature’s pine-clad bosom,” Thoreau marvels, going on to say that this invigorating drink so intimately received “would acclimate and naturalize a man at once.”32 As in Walden, Thoreau contrasts the natural grace of the wilderness with the grubbing artifice of commercial society: “How much more respectable also is the life of the solitary pioneer or settler in these, or any woods,—having real difficulties, not of his own creation, drawing his subsistence directly from nature,—than that of the helpless multitudes in the towns who depend on gratifying the extremely artificial wants of society” (p. 244). In The Maine Woods, however, the critique of social frippery functions within an overtly conservationist ethos. Mourning the plundering of the land, Thoreau comments:

the Anglo American can indeed cut down and grub up all this waving forest and make a stump speech and vote for Buchanan on its ruins, but he cannot converse with the spirit of the tree he fells—he cannot read the poetry and mythology which retire as he advances. He igno-


33 Henry David Thoreau, “Walking” (1862), in Natural History Essays, p. 112.
(as Sayre believes) more sensitive to Indians as human beings or (as Shi maintains) more clear-eyed about their all-too-human limitations.\(^\text{24}\) I would argue, to the contrary, that Thoreau's view of the Indians—and of his own relationship to them—held steady: their place, their culture, their identity he still took to be his merited birthright. Confronted with an Indian who is present in *The Maine Woods*, Thoreau demonstrates his marked preference for the one who has vanished from *Walden*. Only the vanished Indian, he insists, is capable of safeguarding nature's sacred trust; only the vanished Indian can give rise to a regenerative Indianness to which Thoreau, as poet and prophet, has privileged access. *The Maine Woods*, then, represents Thoreau's boldest plug for the Indian cure: supplanting the Indians absolutely and bodily, he seeks to re-create himself as the sole vessel worthy of dispensing their medicine to a whitened nation.

To accomplish this task of supplanting the Indians, Thoreau borrows from his culture's master narrative of native enfeeblement and decimation, according to which, as fellow artist, traveler, and medicine performer Catlin put it, the Indians' "native pride and dignity have at last given way to the unnatural vices which civilized cupidity has engrafted upon them."\(^\text{35}\) Thoreau likewise rules the "resemblance between the degraded savage and the lowest classes in a great city. The one is no more a child of nature than the other. In the progress of degradation, the distinction of races is soon lost" (p. 78). The vast majority of Indians Thoreau meets in Maine are decidedly degraded, avatars of drunkenness, laziness, speciousness, unreliability. They have forfeited many of their original virtues: they get lost in the woods, become "quite sick... with the colic" (p. 289), and give in to the civilized sin of "pretense" (p. 296). Estranged from the shamanistic tradition from which they originally drew power, they have become stump speakers, handbill posters, party men: "Politics are all the rage with them now. I even thought that a row of wigwams, with a dance of pow-wows, and a prisoner tortured at the stake, would be more respectable than this" (p. 7).

Thoreau's guides, to be sure, are rather less corrupted than the common run; yet even they generally fall short of expectations. As Siobhan Senier observes, "the Indian river guide... created a dilemma" for writers like Thoreau who wished to present themselves as "the true natives": "spectacle of a vanished race," the guide "was also very much alive. Thoreau fineses the problem by reading his Penobscot guide, Joe Polis, as less Indian for living in a wood-frame house, farming, negotiating his own fees, and receiving the Bangor newspaper."\(^\text{36}\) Hemmed in by such "un-Indian" effects, these counterparts reveal scant likeness to the "real" Indian of the past. Indeed, it is at the very moments when Thoreau's escorts show a glimmer of past glories that they most fully reveal the distance between the natural man and his misbegotten scion. For instance, when Joe Polis narrates a traditional story—when, in other words, he provides a rare, if modest, glimpse into the "mythological" tradition that Thoreau believes is being erased with the leveling of the forests—the man strikes Thoreau as little better than a braggart and a windbag, discursing in a style of "dumb wonder which he hopes will be contagious" (p. 172).\(^\text{37}\) The Indians, it seems,
are but poor guides in these degenerate days; far from offering health, they threaten to repay civilization for its baneful gifts with a new outbreak of "contagion." In light of this discourse that identifies the Indian not only as a victim but as a carrier of disease, Thoreau's unusually vehement outburst in "Chesuncook" seems not altogether startling: "What a coarse and imperfect use Indians and hunters make of nature! No wonder that their race is so soon exterminated" (p. 120). Thoreau's apparent lack of regret over this eventuality—indeed his hopeful augury of it—signals his belief that most of what made the Indian worthwhile, indeed most of what made the Indian Indian, had already been exterminated.

Thoreau's recital of the Indians' lives of quiet desperation could, of course, have prompted an indictment of the reservation system and its overarching colonial apparatus. But because Thoreau participates in a comparable, indeed interdependent, cultural colonialism, that analysis never emerges, for according to the tradition of the Indian cure, in the Indians' extermination lay the hope of renewal for those who embraced their nature. In Thoreau's eyes, the Indians' failure to live out their distinctive virtue justifies their absorption within the proper elements of white society; or, more precisely, since "real" Indians have succumbed to civilized vices, it is the elixir of original Indianness that will be extracted and dispensed by the poet-shaman. Thus, in the speculations that conclude his "Chesuncook" idyll, Thoreau's hunt for the restorative powers of the wild leads to his imagining a national park where, "not only for strength, but for beauty, the poet" might travel the logger's path and the Indian's trail, to drink at some new and more bracing fountain of the Muses, far in the recesses of the wilderness.

The kings of England formerly had their forests "to hold the king's game," for sport or food, sometimes destroying villages to create or extend them; and I think that they were impelled by a true instinct. Why should not we, who have renounced the king's authority, have

---


Commenting on this passage, Lawrence Buell commends Thoreau's forward-looking conservationist sensibility, next to which, Buell chides, the majority of us look sick indeed: for Thoreau, "a deeply personal love and reverence for the nonhuman led in time to a fiercely protective feeling for nature, which later generations have rightly seized on as a basis for a more enlightened environmental ethic and politics than the prevailing dispensation built on the view of American nature as an endlessly exploitable resource. . . . In this light," Buell concludes, "Thoreau's ragged progress through his various nature projects looks admirable, our quibbling shameful." To our quibbling over the protection of the environment, one might apply an even less delicate adjective. But one need not doubt the failure of the environmental imagination in our own time to find fault with Thoreau's scheme, which melts nonhuman nature and nonwhite human beings into a common pool of natural/national resources for the pleasure—one might say for the endless exploitation—of a white nation seeking escape, consolation, redemption: "a resource and a background," as Thoreau puts it, "the raw material of all our civilization" (p. 155). In constructing this nationalist utopia, Thoreau insists, "no villages need be destroyed"; but he means, of course, no white villages, for clearly many Indian villages had already been razed and others repurposed for the white tourist trade. (The basket-making industry, for one, thrived in just such places.) For all

---


its earnestness, then, Thoreau's blueprint fails of its aim in two respects: first, it is but a spiritualized version of the very commodity fetishism he scorns, and, second, it is a disguised yet no less deceptive or dangerous version of the Indian cure. Anticipating the late-century creation of the national parks, in which, as Mark David Spence writes, "wilderness preservation went hand in hand with native dispossession," Thoreau's environmentalist progressiveness further the obfuscating performance of the Indian cure, collapsing Indians so completely with the spirit of the woods that they are for all intents and purposes indistinguishable.  

An even more dramatic instance of cultural colonialism appears in a moment of ecstatic awareness that crystallizes for Thoreau the significance of his wilderness vocation. Straying from camp one night, as he recounts in "The Alagash and East Branch," he stumbles upon the transcendentalist equivalent of a gold mine: chunks of phosphorescent wood, which, he writes, "I had so often heard of, but never chanced to see" (p. 179). Though the find at first suggests to Thoreau the devices of "Indian jugglers," who "had imposed on their people and on travellers, pretending to hold coals of fire in their mouths" (p. 180), he is soon transported: "I little thought that there was such a light shining in the darkness of the wilderness for me," he muses (p. 180), and continues in what is perhaps the most intimate and intricate reflection on Indian medicine in all of antebellum literature:

TAKING THE INDIAN CURE  

The next day the Indian [Polis] told me their name for this light,—Artoosoquo,—and on my inquiring concerning the will-o’-the-wisp, and the like phenomena, he said that his "folks" sometimes saw fires passing along at various heights, even as high as the trees, and making a noise. I was prepared after this to hear of the most startling and unimagined phenomena witnessed by "his folks," they are abroad at all hours and seasons in scenes so unfrequented by white men. Nature must have made a thousand revelations to them which are still secrets to us. . . . I exulted like "a pagan suckled in a creed" that had never been worn at all, but was bran new, and adequate to the occasion. I let science slide, and rejoiced in that light as if it had been a fellow-creature. . . . It suggested to me that there was something to be seen if one had eyes. It made a believer of me more than before. I believed that the woods were not tenamentless, but choke-full of honest spirits as good as myself any day . . . and for a few moments I enjoyed fellowship with them. . . . One revelation has been made to the Indian, another to the white man. I have much to learn of the Indian, nothing of the missionary. I am not sure but all that would tempt me to teach the Indian my religion would be his promise to teach me his. [Pp. 180–82]

Exceptional for its intensity and forthrightness, Thoreau's confession is at the same time valuable for the light it sheds on the tradition of the Indian cure—the ways, in particular, in which apparently unselfish, liberal reflection may sustain cultural imperialism. Imagining himself the inheritor (or, better, inhabitant) of Indian mysteries long hidden from, even forbidden to, civilized eyes, Thoreau assumes for himself the shaman's mantle. Aiding him in this trick is the fact that, as the passage unfolds, Indian "folks," the original recipients of this wilderness revelation, recede, leaving only the nameless "spirits" with whom Thoreau holds converse, the tangible expression

"Mark David Spence, Dispossessing the Wilderness: Indian Removal and the Making of the National Parks (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), p. 3. In the recent wave of interest in Thoreau as a pioneer preservationist, a man who avoids what Buell terms "environmental racism" (Environmental Imagination, p. 158), there is an unfortunate tendency to overlook his human racism. Richard J. Schneider, like Buell, extols the plan for a nation's park envisioned by Indian-cure enthusiasts like Thoreau and Cathlin ("Climate Does Thus React on Man": Wilderness and Geographic Determinism in Thoreau's "Walking," in Thoreau's Sense of Place: Essays in American Environmental Writing, ed. Schneider [Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 2000], p. 52); J. Scott Bryson, meanwhile, favorably compares Thoreau's environmentalism to that of poet Gary Snyder ("Seeing the West Side of Any Mountain: Thoreau and Contemporary Ecological Poetry," in Thoreau's Sense of Place, pp. 150–57), seemingly unaware that many Native Americans consider Snyder's Turtle Island (1974) the poetic equivalent of the white shaman's medicine acts (see Leslie Marmon Silko, "An Old-Time Indian Attack Conducted in Two Parts: Part One: Imitation Indian Poems. Part Two: Gary Snyder's Turtle Island," in Remembered Earth, pp. 211–16). This is not to question Thoreau's (or his follower's) commitment to the environment; it is simply to note how subtly the logic of the Indian cure may operate. For critiques of Thoreau's erasure of Indians from the landscape of The Maine Woods, see Bruce Greenfield, "Thoreau's Discovery of America: A Nineteenth-Century First Contact," ESQ 22 (1986): 80–95 and Spence, Dispossessing the Wilderness, pp. 21–43. For an analysis that places Thoreau's national park project in the context of Indian attempts to retain their own claims to the land, see Timothy Sweet, American Georgics: Economy and Environment in Early American Literature (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), p. 171.
of the "spirit of the wood" he has been tainting all along. The final sentence, to be sure, returns to the figure of the Indian as teacher—but now, subtly yet saliently, the Indian has become nothing but a figure, a token (or totem) of the Indianess the white man covets for his own. Thoreau is unlikely to have known that a favorite maneuver of the costumed White Indian of Maine's earlier days, in an uncanny (if unintentional) echo of the juggling tricks Thoreau dismisses, was to "place a wood chip in his mouth" in order to affect an "Indian" voice (and thereby assure his freedom to act without fear of legal repercussion). But like these pioneer players, Thoreau siphons the power of Indian medicine from its original carriers, installing that power, in effect, in his own mouth as he celebrates his re-birth as the nation's "bran new" native son.

More Indian medicine, however, was performed in the Maine woods than Thoreau could or cared to record. He reports that Joe Polis, his guide on his final Maine trip, was by Polis's own account a doctor, [who] could tell me some medicinal use for every plant I could show him. I immediately tried him. He said that the inner bark of the aspen . . . was good for sore eyes; and so with various other plants, proving himself as good as his word. According to his account, he had acquired such knowledge in his youth from a wise old Indian with whom he associated, and he lamented that the present generation of Indians "had lost a great deal." [P. 235]

Impressed though Thoreau seems to have been by Polis's "doctoring," there is no evidence that he thought any differently of the man than of botanical healers of his own race. According to interviews conducted by Fannie Hardy Eckstorm in the following century, however, Polis and his relative Governor John

"Taylor, Liberty Men, p. 189.

Neptune, whom Thoreau also met, were accounted m'teoulinaak (madeol'n'youk), or shamans, by the Penobschts. In this capacity, Polis's activities in defending the Old Town school against the machinations of the Penobscts' priest, Father Viterolle, belies Thoreau's reading of Polis's plaint: though Polis may indeed have felt that the Penobscts had "lost a great deal" in their bargain with white civilization, it seems unlikely that to him this "loss" meant solely the withering of the abstract spirit-power Thoreau sought. Or to put this more precisely: it seems that for Polis, Indian medicine, however devastated by white trespass, retained the power to effect his people's cure, a cure that Polis laconically summed up as consisting in the ability to "keep 'em property" (p. 293). To Polis, that is, Indian medicine, far from being a free sample to be taken by passing whites, may have remained the surest barrier against the life-threatening flow of land, resources, and cultural integrity from the Penobscts' social body.

In "Chesuncook," recounting a visit to Governor John Neptune, Thoreau provides the background to Polis's acts of resistance: "the Governor's son-in-law, a very sensible Indian . . . said, that there were two political parties among [the Penobschts],—one in favor of schools, and the other opposed to them, or rather they did not wish to resist the priest, who was opposed to them. The first had just prevailed at the election and sent their man to the legislature. Neptune and Atteon and he [the governor's son-in-law] himself were in favor of schools. He said, 'If Indians got learning, they would keep their money"
(pp. 148–49). To hear Thoreau tell it, Polis’s role in this struggle was considerably more dynamic, not to mention dramatic:

The priest was going for a sign to cut down the liberty-pole [erected by the pro-school party]. So Polis and his party had a secret meeting about it; he got ready fifteen or twenty stout young men, "striped 'em naked, and painted 'em like old times," and told them that when the priest and his party went to cut down the liberty-pole, they were to rush up, take hold of it and prevent them, and he assured them that there would be no war, only a noise, "no war where priest is." He kept his men concealed in a house near by, and when the priest's party were about to cut down the liberty-pole, the fall of which would have been a death-blow to the school party, he gave a signal, and his young men rushed out and seized the pole. There was a great uproar, and they were about coming to blows, but the priest interfered, saying, "No war, no war," and so the pole stands, and the school goes on still. [Pp. 293–94]

Though Thoreau's record of this square-off cannot be accepted without scruple, his précis is nonetheless suggestive. In this account of Indian medicine performance, it is striking to find Polis deploying stereotypical images of painted savages—the very images that Thoreau, disdaining Indian "politics," laments the absence of—to achieve his political goals. At the same time, it is noteworthy that in this clash of Indian and white "medicine," this struggle over the "sign" of power standing in the schoolyard, the Indians seem to have found ways to cast their opponent in the role whites had traditionally assigned to the Indian shaman: they accuse Vetromile of "preventing progress, enlightenment, and education" among those entrusted to his temporal and spiritual care. But what is perhaps most curious in Thoreau's retelling of this episode is the way in which Polis's performance re-creates for the purposes of indigenous self-determination one of the most powerful signs of Euro-American independence, indeed the very sign that had given Maine’s Revolutionary-era White Indians their original name of Liberty Men: the liberty pole.** In Thoreau's account of Joe Polis’s performance, Indian medicine and white liberty, no longer reduced by the tradition of the Indian cure to a zero-sum game, with the former forfeited by the Indians to secure for whites the latter, work jointly toward the reconstitution of Maine’s constitutionally racist body politic. Polis's refashioning of the symbol of white liberation, the symbol that had become the standard of the Indians’ persecution, into a symbol of lasting shamanistic potential spotlights Philip Deloria’s thoughts on Indians playing Indian: “Throughout a long history of Indian play, native people have been present at the margins, insinuating their way into Euro-American discourse, often attempting to nudge notions of Indianness in directions they found useful. As the nineteenth and twentieth centuries unfolded, increasing numbers of Indians participated in white people’s Indian play, assisting, confirming, co-opting, challenging, and legitimating the performative tradition of aboriginal American identity.”** For Thoreau, this "performative tradition" remains only grossly visible, a showman’s pageant or confidence game. Ironically, he is so caught up in the Indian cure, so single-minded in his pursuit of the fantasized spirit of the woods, that he misses both its real-life practitioners and its broader cultural promise: "It suggested to me that there was something to be seen if one had eyes."

In this respect, the most significant aspect of Polis's acts is that they suggest a re-visioning of antebellum culture and literature not simply as sites for Indian medicine performance but
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**Polis's demonstration is thus perhaps best viewed as a local, limited sortie within the series of nineteenth-century "wars" (or, better, revivals) that would culminate in the Ghost Dance movement; in all of these engagements, Indian peoples appropriated the symbols and ideals of white political, spiritual, and racial identity as a means of forging a tribal or pan-Indian identity. For analyses of such syncretic revitalist movements, see Gregory Evans Dowd, A Spirited Resistance: The North American Indian Struggle for Identity, 1745–1815 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); John Webster Grant, "Missionaries and Messiahs in the Northwest," Studies in Religion 9 (1980): 125–36; and Anthony F. C. Wallace, The Death and Rebirth of the Seneca (New York: Vintage, 1972).
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as products of Indian medicine performance. As ethnohistorians and literary critics have argued for the past two decades, the acts of cultural contact, appropriation, and interchange that have shaped America from the start render futile any quest—such as that which fueled the Indian cure—for an "original" or "natural" cultural identity: as Scott Michaelson puts it, diverse peoples and traditions within America are "interlinked in such a way that there are no separate, secured 'cultures' to which one might have recourse or to which one might nostalgically return." Rather, as James Clifford writes, "intervening in an interconnected world, one is always, to varying degrees, 'inauthentic': caught between cultures, implicated in others." What Polis's presence and performance indicate, then, is that if the Indian cure's many forms—including those contained within Thoreau's volumes—deviated from whatever "authentic" Indian medicine they claimed to fathom, "authentic" Indian medicine in the antebellum period was itself a deviation and a derivation, what Clifford calls "a political, cultural invention, a local tactic." Henry Tufts's and Henry Thoreau's claims to Indian medicine were performances, perhaps shameless ones at that; but as Joe Polis's recorded acts show, deep into the contact period Native Americans' claims to Indian medicine were themselves performances, fabrications and fabulations, however different in form and aim their may have been from those of Thoreau and Tufts.

As Paul Gilmore notes, antebellum Indian performance "did not simply detach Native Americans and their objects from some original cultural context—thus fragmenting and embalming such cultures"; it "simultaneously constructed such cultures as authentic, so that both whites and Native Americans could reappropriate Indianness for different political and aesthetic ends." In this light, I find promising Joseph Roach's notes toward a performance-based understanding of Indian-white interaction, one that would "re-interpret American culture as a series of political boundaries both marked and contested by performances," that would "emphasize the truly astonishing multiplicity of cultural encounters in North America," and that would elucidate "the adaptive creativity produced by the interactions of many people." To recognize the variety of such performances would be to recognize that during the nineteenth century, as today, whites and Native Americans were engaged in a fierce, though unequal, struggle for the definition and control of Indian medicine—a struggle in which, as Rosemarie Bank writes, Indian and white "performances, in their diversity and often in conflict with each other," did not simply coexist within but "constitute[d]," and continue to reconstitute, American culture, identity, and nation.
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Let me suggest, then, at the end, what such a recognition might entail for the three antebellum Indian performers with whom this paper has been concerned: Henry Tufts, Henry Thoreau, and Joe Polis. Obviously one would need to acknowledge the differences among their performances: differences in power, in purpose, in playfulness. But at the same time, one would need to note the likenesses. Henry Tufts and Henry Thoreau laid hands on Indian customs and cures. Joe Polis laid hands on the liberty pole. All three took part in the laying on of hands in hopes of healing what ailed their people. Perhaps the power that inspired Joe Polis and his folk in Thoreau’s time, the power to resist their colonization, was the same that Henry Tufts had taken back to the colonies in his; perhaps the power that had inspired Henry Tufts’s people to throw off the colonial yoke in the years before Thoreau’s birth was the same that resurfaced in the struggle between priest and m’teoulin in the Maine woods. We cannot know with absolute certainty; the branches and beams of power are too densely layered to be penetrated. But one might say, with apologies to Thoreau, that the very obscurity of the thicket is more revealing than any clearing could be. All of these actors were engaged in a common drama, trading in cultures, trying identities, wresting their being from each other’s most potent sites and signs. All were taking the Indian cure. All were becoming Indians. All were becoming Americans.